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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the development of classificatory behaviour in children between five and eleven years. The first experiment investigates the difference between two opposing views on the role of language in classification.

Inhelder and Piaget [1964] argue that language is dependent on cognitive structures, while Bruner [1966] maintains that classificatory ability is dependent on linguistic competence. He argues that children who fail to classify logically do not have the requisite hierarchically ordered semantic features. Experiment 1 showed that children who failed logically to classify pictures of items belonging to various taxonomic classes nevertheless showed a build-up of, and release from, proactive inhibition when items belonging to those classes were manipulated in the short-term-memory task developed by Wickens [1970]. This result indicated that these children had the appropriate semantic features for their classifications, and hence a theory such as Piaget's is required to account for the appreciation of similarity at different levels of thought.

Piaget's theory of knowledge is discussed, and it is concluded that while Piaget has been concerned with elucidating the structural nature of operational thought, he has not concentrated on the exact relationship between the form of operational thought and the content from which it is progressively dissociated. For this reason there is some confusion concerning the role of "horizontal décalages" in a theory which postulates "structures d'ensemble".

This issue motivated the main work for this thesis. It was hypothesised that the development of classification is dependent on
understanding the materials being manipulated as well as on abstracting the classificatory schemes.

To investigate this hypothesis, materials were constructed which enabled measurements to be made of the child's comprehension of the relationships between part and whole of an individual item, as well as his ability to classify a number of such items.

The child's performance when completing $3 \times 3$ matrices in which the lower right corner was removed, was classified into one of six stages. The child's performance on a series of other tasks presented at the same time showed that his stage of classification was related to his understanding of the relationships within an individual item. The application of scale analysis indicated a unidimensional sequence of development on all these tasks, and hence validated the stages of classification developed and their relationship to the child's understanding of the materials.

The final experiment involved an investigation of the abstraction of the classificatory schemes themselves. It was hypothesised that classifications using similarities and those using differences are generated by the same internal structures, and hence there should be the same sequence of development for both, with simultaneous occurrence of the corresponding stages. The experimental results supported this hypothesis and also threw light on the development of the meaning of "same" and "different".

Thus both understanding the materials and abstraction of the classificatory schemes were found to be important in the development of classification. A theoretical model is presented which relates these two factors and attempts to specify the progressive abstractions responsible for development through the six stages of classification.